AWERY PROVIDES INNOVATIVE IT PRODUCTS FOR AVIATION AND LOGISTICS COMPANIES TO GROW AND EXCEL IN THEIR MARKETS WITH OPTIMIZED INTERNAL PROCESSES AND THE BEST CUSTOMER EXPERIENCES

CUSTOMIZABLE WEB-BASED PLATFORM FOR AVIATION BUSINESS PROCESSES AUTOMATION
- Maximum flexibility
- One solution for automation from A to Z
- Endless customization options
- Tools to interact with your customers
- Highest level of data security (ISO 27001)

MODULENS
- Flight Operations
- Charter Quotes
- Cargo Management
- Flight Status Live Update
- Aviation Services Customer Portal
- Cargo Track & Trace
- Airlines & Aircraft Operators

- Fleet Management
- Charter Calculation
- Cargo Quotes
- Crew Portal
- Cargo Reservation
- Cargo Airlines & GSA’s

- Crew Control
- Empty Legs Control
- ULD Control
- Charter Calculation
- Rates Management
- Aviation Support Providers

- Aviation Services Management
- CRM System
- Cargo Quotes
- Rate Management
- Customer Charter Portal
- Air Charter Brokers

- Fuel Pricing Management
- Mail Link Tool
- Human Resources
- Tools
- Compliance & Audits
- Accounting & Finance
- Documents Library

MAIL
- sales@awery.aero
- www.awery.aero
- +971 50 173 6044

WEB
- www.awery.aero
Awery provides full ecosystems of cloud-based ERP, CRM and mobile apps to completely and holistically manage aviation and logistics businesses.

GREATER EFFICIENCY
• Holistic ERP & CRM for the full company: sales, finance, ops, crew, customer EDI increases alignment reduces redundancies
• Scalability facilitates company growth and rightsizing
• One-time data entry
• Workflow management
• Reduced costs of failure
• Increase productivity

BEST CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE
• Quick follow up on RFQ and enquiries
• Efficient data exchange
• Transparent flight planning and execution
• Timely and correct invoices
• Increased ease of use/doing business

MORE PROCESS CONTROL
• Fully cloud based: info anywhen and anywhere
• Workflow and process control on a per-user and team basis
• Full control on user roles, authorizations and assignments
• Consistent and auditable records of process flows
• Guided processes and their documentation can be easily updated